!Highly adjustable for a range of client groups

The CAPS II Seating System has set the standard in
special seating for many years. It is the only seating
system whose design is a direct result of research
into postural management.

!Design allows incorporation of a wide range of specials
!Integral framework provides strength and durability

The CAPS II Seating System offers the therapist and rehabilitation engineer the
opportunity to help their clients actually improve their overall postural ability,
whilst providing a highly functional sitting position for the user.
Sacral support works with the
carefully designed kneeblock
to maintain the pelvic position
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Highly adjustable thoracic and
pelvic lateral supports help to
provide trunk symmetry

The strong integral framework
provides reliability and
durability
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Seat depth adjustment allows
growth in the seating system
to allow a perfect fit
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The flexibility of the design
enables the most challenging
clinical requirements to be met

A stable sitting base and
ramped cushion support the
femora in a horizontal position

1

Low profile lateral supports will provide an additional 15mm of seat width
Combination sizes can also be manufactured at minimal extra cost
A range of coloured fabrics are available on request
Both Small and Large trays can be fitted to any size of CAPS II, in either black ABS or clear polycarbonate
All dimensions in cm, unless stated otherwise

The effect of this type of postural
management can often be seen after
only two weeks, when the seat length

Active Design Ltd
68K Wyrley Road
Birmingham B6 7BN
(0121) 326 7506
(0121) 327 8807
www.activedesign.co.uk

may require shortening as the user
more easily adopts the balanced
'upright' position.
The built-in adjustment not only allows
one to achieve a correct seating
position, but it also allows the seat to
grow with the individual. Ultimately
allowing it to be recycled and used
again through our refurbishment
programme.
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Product Information

The CAPS II Seating System offers
the therapist and rehabilitation
engineer the opportunity to help their
clients actually improve their overall
postural ability, whilst providing a
highly functional sitting position for the
user.
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Seat Depth Min
Seat Depth Max
Ramp Length
Kneeblock Width
Kneeblock Medial Pad
Backrest Height
Base Width
Base Length
CAPS II Weight (kg)
Max User Weight (kg)
Tray Size (W x D)
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As a company we are committed to promoting a 24 hour approach to postural
management through education, design and manufacture. The design of our equipment is
based on a thorough understanding of the theoretical and practical requirements of the
management of posture for people with moderate to severe motor impairment.

Our market leading seating
system is a result of many
years of research into postural
management at Chailey
Heritage Clinical Services. It
has been specifically
designed to meet demanding
postural requirements, whilst
being very adjustable,
adaptable and easy to use. It
has been developed to fit into
over fifty different wheelchairs.
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Key Features and Sizes

We have described here for you the main
reasons why the CAPS II seating system is
the way it is, how it should help, and how to
use it. If you have any problems with the seat
or worries about it, please tell your therapist
or contact the team who fitted the seat.
The CAPS II seat has been made especially
for people who have difficulty sitting. It is a
complicated piece of equipment, but we are
sure that once the seat is used, the benefits
will soon become obvious. The design of the
seat is based on more than a decade of
clinical experience and detailed research at
Chailey Heritage in East Sussex.

Sitting

What does posture mean to us?
We can all be recognised by our own
individual posture - the way we stay upright,
slump or move out of position. The way that
we "hold" ourselves and move against
gravity (our postural ability) contributes to
the shape of our bodies. We achieve this
ability during our early childhood.
People with physical problems may lack this
ability to move, to be comfortable, or even to
balance. They may be able to achieve sitting
by "fixing" themselves in one position, or
they may adopt a crooked position that they
can't move from. If you have ever fallen
asleep, perhaps on a journey, you will have
some idea of how staying in one position for
a long time can make you feel stiff and
uncomfortable.
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Our posture can say a lot about us - whether
we are tense, relaxed, or awake. How many
times were you told to sit or stand up straight
when you were at school? This was because
the upright posture is recognised as the
"thinking" or alert posture. If someone
slumps in an armchair, do you feel he is
listening intently to what you are saying? We
all slump when we are tired or relaxing, but
we generally choose to sit upright when
doing tasks that require brain power.
However, we can decide to change or adjust
our posture when we get uncomfortable and

we are able to do so.
Habitual slumped
sitting postures can
cause back strain,
pain and changes to
t h e
j o i n t s
themselves.

person is supported in sitting so that he
doesn't need to stabilise himself in a crooked
position, this will help to prevent deformity. In
some cases where deformity has already
occurred, it can be reduced as the person
learns to relax in the symmetrical position
provided by the seat.

When a person is
feeling physically
insecure it is difficult for him to think about
anything else. His inattention can be
interpreted as laziness, tiredness and/or low
mental ability.

When a person has physical security he
experiences independence - other people
will not need to hold on to him or adjust his
posture continually. The knowledge that he
has the competence to sit will give him the
important feeling of self worth.

How do we learn our posture?
Posture is not static, it is a "ready
steadiness", a dynamic balance. We all learn
postural ability (control of our balance and
movement) through maturation and normal
developmental experience. We begin life
unable to balance. Soon we progress to
being able to balance in different positions,
asymmetrical or "crooked" positions.
From the early stages of development our
ability to balance (i.e. to control our posture)
enables us to move for action and
exploration. The main ingredient that
enables us to balance and move is the ability
to control the movement of our pelvis and
shoulders.
What does the CAPS II seat do?
The CAPS II seat encourages a normal
sequence of motor development by
providing the opportunity to experience a
symmetrical balanced sitting posture. This,
in turn, will lead on to the development of the
ability to move the upper body forwards and
backwards. This is the first stage in the
development of sitting ability.
Uneven weight bearing or an unequal
amount of movement to one side of the body
can lead to the development of deformity. In
particular, if a person sits with both legs
pointing to one side he is in danger of
developing hip and spinal deformities. If that

enables head and arm movement without
loss of sitting balance.

Eating and drinking

An infant starts to sit with his upper trunk
leaning forward over his legs. Gradually, as
he achieves greater control of his balance,
his trunk becomes
more upright. This
normal sequence
cannot be followed if
a person is reclined,
tilted back or
slumped, so it is
normally essential
that the CAPS II seat
is mounted and used
horizontally on its base to provide the correct
support for a good posture.

It is easier to swallow and avoid choking
when in an upright posture than when
reclined, or tipped back.

There may be specific reasons for a seat to
be reclined or tilted and these will have been
discussed with you during the assessment.

Breathing and Digestion

We cannot sit without the ability to stabilise
our pelvis. To help each person achieve this,
the CAPS II has been designed with various
special cushions and supports, including a
ramped seat cushion, a sacral support, a
kneeblock, side pelvic pads and a lap strap.
For this system to work correctly the seat
cushion has to be the correct length and the
footplates also need to be adjusted to the
correct height to provide good, even support.
All these adjustments will have been made
when the seat was fitted. The trunk side
pads, the height of the headrest and the tray
will also have been adjusted.

The upright posture provided by the CAPS II
assists with:

These are easier when the person is upright,
and when he can maintain his head position
in line with his body.
Vision
It is difficult to look straight ahead when
reclined or tilted backwards.
Practical Skills
It is easier for a person to attend, listen and
play when secure in an upright posture than
it is if he has to concentrate on balance and
remaining upright. It also makes it easier to
use the hands and arms, and this increases
function.
How does the CAPSII assist postural
development?
The CAPS II
provides postural
security for people
with low physical
ability by helping
them achieve a
balanced posture
(with pelvis and
shoulder control).
This security
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Introduction

Sitting

The CAPS II Seating System has set the standard in special seating for many years. It is the only seating system whose design is a direct result of
research into postural management. We have provided some detailed information here about the design of this comprehensive system.

The lap strap is adjustable to allow different
thicknesses of clothing, but it should fit
snugly or it will not be doing its job properly.
Further Information
If you require any further information, or if we
can help in any way, please do not hesitate to
contact us.
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